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Berlitz Earworms mbtÂ® Rapid ITALIAN Vol. 2Effortless, enjoyable, fast and effective language

learning through musicThe term earworms or catchy tunes refers to those songs which you hear a

few times and then just can t get out of your head. Berlitz Earworms mbtÂ® Rapid Languages puts

the words and phrases you need not just on the tip of your tongue, it transports them deeply into

your long-term memory, ready for instant recall.Simply listen to the music CD filled with rhythmic

repetitions a few times and listeners will subconsciously acquire a collection of verbs, nouns and

connecting words, all the while picking up the correct accent. Volume 2 will have you talking about

yourself and others, the past, present and future, likes and dislikes and general conversational

items. What Makes It So Effective? *Effortless, enjoyable and effective*Essential phrases for your

trip abroad*Words anchored deeply into your memory by gentle repetition to music*Stimulating and

self-motivation through real rapid progress*Developed by language teaching experts*Target

language spoken by native speakers*Pronunciation acquired automatically*Listen and learn,

anytime anywhere*Phrase book included*Content can be uploaded to iPodÂ® or other MP3 players

for use on the go
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I've tried learning different languages at different times and have used many different programs.

This, by far, has been the most enjoyable format and I think the most effective. It's perfect for any

commute, long or short. I know Italian is probably one of the easier languages to learn (many

similarities with English), but I have always had great difficulty with retention. No so with this format.



If nothing else, setting the lessons to music makes it a more enjoyable listen, not quite so

rote-sounding----but there is definitely something to enhanced memory benefits of this. Vols 1 & 2

will give you a good base---however, a 3rd volume is needed.

These, (earworms 1+2) are great. the lessons really stuck in your head.I just wish they were longer

or had more volumes.

as my subject heading states this format of learning is a great idea in my opinion, the music and

verbal prompting are very closely tied to each other so the listener ends up learning phrases in a

similar to way to learning the lyrics of a song, for this reason I felt volumes one and two were a good

buy. However I have to agree with the previous reviewer, you need volume 3?? and more , there is

little point in releasing foundation volumes if you don't finish the series which in my opinion would be

at least 5 of these volumes. Please continue to produce these for the people that have bought 1 and

2 and will buy more.Earworms Italian (Berlitz Earworms) Vol. 1 (English and Italian

Edition)Earworms Italian (Berlitz Earworms) Vol. 2 (English and Italian Edition)

This style of learning works so easily for me: it's just like learning song lyrics. I just wish there was a

volume 3 - teach me more!
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